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Welcome to the Wetlander. 
The Wetlands has had a very 
interesting six months, enduring 
the inclement weather and heavy 
rain fall during this period.  
However, despite the weather the 
site looks wonderful with lots of 
green grass and happy plants.  
The maintenance of the site is a 
credit to all our hardworking 
volunteers. 

New Maintenance Complex 

C o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e  n e w 
maintenance complex is complete!  
The maintenance crews have now 
moved into their new home.  Tools 
which were previously stored in 
various locations around the site 
have now also found a permanent 
home in the complex.  A generous 
donation of tools by volunteer, Geoff 
Nicholls, has been added to the site 
inventory. 

New Visitors Centre Deck 

The new deck has been completed 
with the generous donations by 
Markey Insurance and Orica. This 
structure is made of very low 
maintenance materials so will last 
for many years to come. The 
surrounding border pavers have 
been re-laid and the end result 
reflects the expertise of our highly 
skilled volunteers. 

Queen’s Platinum Jubilee Garden 

Located beyond the HWC nursery, 
this garden has been planted with 
some 400 Australian native plants 
supplied by Paddy Lightfoot and the 

HWC Nursery team. The official 
opening took place on Tuesday 15 
November 2022. 

Rain Forest Walkway 

The rain forest boardwalk which had 
fallen into disrepair, has now been 
replaced by an all-weather concrete 
verge. This will allow for wheelchair 
access. 

Paddy’s New Shed 

Paddy and the Tuesday and 
Thursday mob’s gear shed has been 
replaced in a joint effort by the 
Australian Plant Society and Hunter 
Wetlands volunteers. This shed 
allows for better storage of 
equipment and offers protection in 
inclement weather. 

Wetlands Bush Regeneration Teams 

These teams supplement the 
Tuesday and Thursday groups by 
maintaining the site to the standard 
you see today. 

Bush Tucker Garden Team 

This team maintains the Bush Tucker 
Gardens and their efforts keep this 
area looking wonderful. New signage 
has been erected in the area to help 
visitors identify bush food plants. 

Tuesday and Thursday groups 

As usual these two volunteer bodies 
do amazing work around the site. 
General upkeep of the grounds, 
especially with weeding and planting 
out. 

Fence Repair Team 

This team has been busy repairing 
the perimeter fencing where it was 
damaged. They have also been busy 
eradicating Green Cestrum, Fire 
Weed and Native Tobacco plant. 

Maintenance Teams 

These teams do a great job repairing 
all our equipment and infrastructure 

Australian Plant Society Plant Sale 

The APS plant sale in September 

Happy Holidays to all our Volunteers and Visitors 

A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO - KENNETH  BAYLISS 
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2022 was a great success.  It was a 
sell out by midday. 

Community Service Teams 

The Community Service teams, 
under the supervision of Ray Brooks, 
assist in keeping the site in great 
condition. Their assistance is greatly 
appreciated. 

In order to avoid damage to newly 
planted shrubs Steve Wisniewski 
has installed a plastic mesh guard 
around the newly planted stock. 

Water Ribbon Bird Hide 

The newly upgraded bird hide, with 
its new non-slip surface, allows bird 
observers outstanding access to our 

feathered friends. 

Track Repair DA 

You will be pleased to know that 
after many sleepless nights from 
board member, Peter Franklin, he 
finally succeeded in getting the DA 
through Newcastle City Council.  

Repairs to our network of site tracks 
can now commence, and will allow 
easier wheel chair access. 

Finally, thanks to the office staff, 
reception, animal team and the 
guides for their in house contribution 
to make the Centre run smoothly. 
Also for organising school holiday 
and other special events which bring 
in much needed funds. 

Despite all of the challenges of the 
last six months, we have done very 
well. 

Ken Bayliss CEO 

Hunter Wetlands Centre 
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Christmas - New Year Holidays 
The Hunter Wetlands Centre 

will be closed from 

Close of Business on 

Friday 23rd December 2022 
and will re-open on 

Monday 2nd January 2023 

Happy Holidays 

to all our 

Volunteers 

and Visitors! 

This is the site of the Queen’s Platinum Jubliee Garden before it 
was cleared for planting (see report on page 13) 
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I can barely believe that 
Christmas is almost upon us and 
another busy and sometimes 
stressful year is behind us. 
Our CEO Ken Bayliss has listed in his 
report, the works that had 
consumed our time, efforts and 
resources since the last Wetlander.  
Ken has rightly heaped praise on the 
commitment and labours of our 
volunteers without whom we would 
not exist. I can only add the Board’s 
thanks to all our volunteers, 
including the board members. 

The organisation’s finances have 
been tracking well for some time 
now. Thanks, particularly to our 
directors Mary Greenwood and Scott 
Redman for keeping a close eye on 
our accounts. Also thanks to Ken for 
his diligent surveillance of the bills 
and ensuring they are paid in a 
timely manner. 

For some time over the past few 
years we have had to concentrate 
on the essentials of keeping the 
doors open, but that feeling of being 
in survival mode has now abated.  I 
feel it is time in the coming year for 
the board to focus on our raison 
d’etre and concentrate with our 
objectives of Conserve, Discover and 
Educate on the values of wetlands. 

In its early days the Wetlands Centre 
contributed not only at a local level 
but on a State, National and 
International stage and it is my hope 

that we can recapture some of that 
in the coming year. 

In our last annual report, I spoke of 
my desire to improve our 
connections with other institutions 
and agencies.  Our relationship with 
the University of Newcastle is 
improving, with lecturers bringing 
their classes to the Centre for some 
real-world experience. 

In late August, after many months of 
preparation we staged a very 
successful Hunter Estuary Forum 
with around 70 representatives from 
local government and government 
agencies attending and individuals 
f rom the broader  wet land 
community. The initiative was 
applauded by all. We were 
particularly pleased to welcome 
Kathryn Eyles from the federal 
department of Climate Change, 
Energy, Environment and Water who 
was thoroughly impressed by our 
achievements.  I thank our Ramsar 
Officer, Chris Prietto for the 
incredible amount of work she put 
into making the forum such a 
success, and also Val Noake and 
others for their work, and Director 
Peter Franklin for chairing the 
proceedings. 

We have also played an active role 
in Wetland Link International (WLI) 
and other wetland national groups. 

This the 20th year of Ramsar listing 
of our site as part of the Hunter 

Estuary Ramsar wetlands. At the 
recent Ramsar COP14 in Geneva we 
were awarded a well-deserved 
international Star Award for our work 
in wetland conservation and 
education, one of only 2 in Australia 
and 21 worldwide. Chris has 
provided a report on the H.E. Forum 
and the Star Award in this 
publication. (see page 10) 

We are already turning our minds to 
next year’s forum and other ways to 
promote the Centre’s core business 
of being a Wetland Centre of 
excellence. Anyone who thinks they 
would like to contribute would be 
most welcome. 

Dr Peter Nelson 

Chair, 

HWCA Board of Directors 

 

2,300 plants were sold at the Australian 
Plant Society (Newcastle Group) big 

plant sale. 
Many people took advantage of the offer of 
one free for every five purchased. That’s a 
lot of Australian native plants headed for       
Novocastrian gardens. 
The Wetlands had a stall and a sausage   
sizzle at the plant sale selling paintings, hats 
and pot plant holders. We also collected   
approximately $200 in donations. 

Lots of people at the APS plant sale 
Inset: Early closing Sold Out sign! 
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Café at the Wetlands 
Café Manager Greg Sinclair makes the most beautiful sweets to have 

with your coffee while you watch the birds on the ponds. 
He also caters for weddings, birthdays, conferences and, sadly, for  
funerals and wakes as well. For bookings phone: 040 353 7211 

The café is open from 9.30am to 2.30pm 

SO COME ALONG AND ENJOY! 

Thursday Mob Construction Team Inc. 
Bruce Tozer, “Paddy this shed has to go.” 

Paddy, ”Bruce, what’s the problem?.” 
“The shed is full of rubbish, there is a huge Rattus rattus nest , the 
walls are rusted away and it’s so crowded we can’t locate the gear 
we require. It’s past a use by date”. 
Bruce was talking about the Thursday Mob tool shed. He was     
correct, especially regarding the rat’s nest – probably suitable for 
the Guinness Book of Records. The derelict shed problem had 
been pushed under the carpet for many years and so Bruce went 
into action. He perused the net looking for ‘sheds for sale’ and 
spotted an ‘Easy Shed’ within his budget. He approached Angela 
Speering from the Thursday Mob/APS propagation team who fully 
supported his idea of a new shed. She wanted to clear the Bush 
Regeneration Team’s equipment out of their shed. Financial      
support was quickly in Bruce’s hands. 
Down came the old shed, equipment was sorted and stored, the 
area was cleared of decades of rubbish. Progress was on the way. 
Kevin Johnson, a master bricklayer by profession, took on the task of 
shed construction. The concrete slab footing (incidentally, thanks to 
HWCA who contributed to the project by providing the cement), was 
expertly laid by Kevin and Pietro. Then up went the shed. 
Perhaps the finished building reminding us of the Pyramids or,   
locally, the Sydney Opera House? 
Trade name was ‘Easy Shed’. Kevin’s comments about the claim of 
the ease of construction of the shed cannot be printed here as  
children read the Wetlander. 
Needless to say the rat-proofed shed went up with Kevin’s and 
Paul Elford’s expert building skills . What a site to behold! 
Kevin and Paul had also manufactured, from timber and trestle 
tables lying around our 43 hectares, useful tool bays and shelving. 
The Thursday Mob attended the grand opening, the ribbon cut   
appropriately with hedge clippers. 
Suggestions made at the opening were that the shed being of such 
high quality, renting out as a B and B (perhaps without the second 
B), or adding it to a must view attraction for Wetlands visitors. 
Kevin suggested Volunteers remove their boots before entering so 
as not to mark the concrete! 
Thanks to Bruce, Pietro, Paul and Kevin for their expertise. Thanks 
to Newcastle APS for financial backing! 

Paddy cutting the ribbon with hedge shears! 

Inside the shed all neat and tidy with the new shelving 

Bruce, Paul and Kevin discuss the roof 
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This is the 2nd successful year that the Hunter Wetlands 
Centre has participated in the Newcastle City Councils 
“Count Us In” Disability Inclusion Event. 
This year we supported three disability groups totalling over    
50 people enjoying the wetlands chilly but thankfully sunny 
days. Many thanks go to our wonderful volunteers who offer 
their time and expertise to host our guests and for their         
ongoing support at these events. I know they really appreciate 
this opportunity  to represent the wetlands and make these 
times the great successes they are. 

Our animal show team’s presentation is perhaps one of the  
biggest hits. Kim Roberts being the master of ceremony has the audience fully    
enthralled as you can see, especially with her crocodile animations. If you’ve never 
seen one of these shows get to see one, they are great. 

Newcastle Council City Councillor Deahnna Richardson spent a number of hours 
joining in with the groups taking plenty of pictures, obviously enjoying herself; we 
thank her for her participation on the day. 

We were able to fit some fishing into the times available with one group setting a 
record catching five good bream on the day, check out the pictures. Thanks go to 
Peter Mateer who always volunteers his time on these days. 

Wetlands Count Us In 2022 was proudly 
supported by the City of Newcastle 

Participants holding the Count Us In sign, with Newcastle City Councillor Deahnna Richardson  
and HWC volunteer Bruce Tozer far right 

Peter Mateer and the “catch 
of the day”. 

Kim Roberts (HWC Volunteer), conducting the animal show 
presentation 

Thanks to the following volunteers who helped on the day: 
Kim Roberts, Carlyon Roberts, Shannon Tobin, Dylan Northedge, Shannon Wilson, 
Peter Mateer and Greg Sinclair & his catering team. 
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The following summaries of the exhibitions in the 
second half of 2022 show that this art space     
continues to move from strength to strength         
as we showcase new and returning artists. 

In August a group exhibition ‘The Nature of Things’    
featured works by artists John Earle, Kate Belton, Gay 
Cheshire, Jenny Elks, Susan Eve and Bronwen Tyler. 
This exhibition revealed the different range of            
perspectives of the Wetlands environment, as           
perceived by the artists. 
In September the Newcastle Printmakers and Sculptors 
combined again to stage another outstanding            
exhibition. Their works continue to display a creative 
and unique interpretation of the wetlands 
The Hunter Women’s Artist group staged an exhibition 
in October. Their artworks brought a vibrant and         
colourful display for visitors to view. These artists were 
Cheryl Barrett, Jill Campbell, Pam Carroll, Leigh Dennis, 
Jenni Gander, Jackie Maundrell-Hall, Annie Palmer,   
Dianne Turnbull, Helen Walker and Ailsa Williams. Their 
varied styles and mediums gave a freshness to how the 
wetlands landscape is interpreted, hence the title 
‘Altered Perspective’. 
Dorothy Compton and Val McDonald have the current 
exhibition, a series of watercolours, ‘Mystical’. These 
artists’ painting styles complement each other and their 
watercolours depict a soft and mystical vision of the 
wetland’s birdlife and the landscape. 
The exciting news for the future of the Art Space       
Gallery, is that it has now been fully booked for 2023 
and 2024. 

In 2023: 

January  Artist Collective 

February Kate Eden Group 

March  Gaye Shield, Cynthia Denning 

  & Gwendolin Lewis 

April  Deb Spence 

May  Ashlee Jedrezjak and Emily Lewer 

June  Chris Houston and Maureen Piper. 

 
From May 19th until June 2nd 2023 there will be a     
special exhibition/display celebrating the Migratory 
Shorebirds. This will be a collaboration between Natural 
History Illustrator/artist Alison Ellis, members of the 
Hunter Bird Observers Club and Landcare. 

Mark Kempton, 

Arts Coordinator (Volunteer) 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

Key 
1. Dianne Turnbull 
2. Printmakers 
3. Jill Campbell 
4. Jenni Gander 

(view from the 
HWCA deck) 

5. John Earle 
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Who ate the Dinosaur? 
For the 3rd time, Hunter Wetlands Centre welcomed 
local dinosaur expert Mike Dawson with an exhibition 
drawn from his amazing collection of museum quality 
casts of fossils. This exhibition focused on extinct      
animals known to inhabit wetlands millions of years 
ago including insects, labyrinthodonts, amphibians,  
reptiles, birds and much more. 

As well as viewing the exhibition, children were invited 
to create their own fossil using clay and follow a         
dinosaur trail around the site searching for footprints 
and images and activities related to wetland dwelling 
creatures. 
A visit to the Animal House and to Yvonne Barnett’s  
exhibition, “Birds and Reptiles of the Wetlands”, in the 
Visitor Centre Art Space, also provided an opportunity  
to see some relatives of the prehistoric swamp       
dwellers. 
The weather during the holidays was very wet with rain 
almost every day. Thanks to those brave families who 
put on their wet weather gear and came to the          
appropriately named ‘Wetlands’. 
Five OOSH groups were booked in, but heavy rain      
resulted in one cancellation. Approximately 120        
children from 4 OOSH groups visited the exhibition and 

enjoyed the other activities around the theme. 
If you are curious and want to know who ate the         
dinosaur - it was the Deinosuchus! 

Wrapping the Wetlands 
With Wrapping the Wetlands in full swing in the        
September/October school holidays, a scavenger hunt 
around the site proved to be great fun for the kids. 
There was something to see around every corner. They 
counted bees in trees and teddies in a boat; drew a 
head for the headless ballerina and learned the colours 
of the rainbow at the rainbow tree.  

A popular activity with the littlest ones was playing tea 
parties with about 20 teddies at a little table set up  
under the café verandah. Children also enjoyed using 
wool and paddle pop sticks to make a turtle to take 
home. 
Once again, rain reduced the number of visitors        
including two of the OOSH groups booked in for the  
popular, Bush Adventure Day having to cancel. 

Children at the Dinosaur craft activities 

Children at the Dinosaur exhibit 

Teddies tea party and lots of colourful knitted things to see 
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The smallest waterbird you will regularly see at 
the Wetlands Centre. 

This little waterbird has been seen every month this 
year bobbing around on all of the ponds. 

It is in greater numbers than previous years, with the 
highest count in June 2022 of 17 individuals. The 
bird’s scientific name is Tachybaptus novaehollandiae, 
which means New Holland fast dipper. And indeed, it 
does dive (or dip) very suddenly, disappearing for some 
time before reappearing at a distance from where it 
dived. It can be seen making short low flights across 
the water but rarely flying high. It is rarely seen on dry land. 

The photo (by Robert Stewart) shows the bird in breeding plumage, with a blackish head, chestnut stripe on the 
back of the neck and a yellow bare patch below the eye. Their white tail feathers are often fluffed up to give it a 
rounded shape.  In non-breeding plumage there is no chestnut stripe and no black below the eye and then can be 
harder to identify, as they more closely resemble the Hoary-headed Grebe, which is occasionally spotted at The  
Wetlands Centre. 

Margaret Stewart 

 

Australasian Grebe Tachybaptus novaehollandiae 

Thanks to Australia Post for our new PFD’s 

Thanks to Australia Post, we have been able to  
purchase 36 new PFDs (Personal Floatation        

Devices) including some much-needed ones to fit 
children. 

Australia Post employees can nominate a community 
group to receive a grant to support a specific project 
through their People of Post program. Thanks to        
Jennylea for nominating us and Michael Burak for     
negotiating a good deal on the PDFs.  
Thanks to cooperation between Newcastle City Council, 
Daracon (the Astra street contractors), and the        
Wetlands, canoes can be used under criteria that may 
be changed daily 

A small sandy beach now 
awaits canoeist when they 
launch their canoes, instead 
of the slippery muddy slope 
that was there previously 

Latest Update 24/11/2002: Canoeing can now resume on a restricted basis 
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To steal the motto for the Thursday Mob, “It never 
rains on a Thursday”, I would like to introduce a 

dedicated volunteer for the Wonder Weeders on a 
Monday, Wayne Clarke. 

Wayne comes to us through the Samaritans. He has 
been a client of this organization since 1990. In those 
years Wayne has had paid work as a cleaner and ten 
years as a gardener in the grounds of the Life Without 
Barriers building. He has chosen to work with us in a 
voluntary capacity, and has been attending the Hunter 
Wetlands site since the beginning of this year. He has 
become an integral part of our roving bush regeneration 
team, bringing with him a learned sense of how plants 
grow and differ (essential skills in weed control). I have 
enjoyed Wayne’s keen interest in our weeding projects, 
along with his ready application to our tasks. Along with 
the help provided to our team, his humorous, often 
sung, ditties relating to our workplace keep us            
constantly amused, and he is quite the “duck            
whisperer”! 

Along with Wayne, the Wonder Weeders also benefit 
from the involvement of Malcolm McKinnon and Johnno 
(Jonathan Warden) via Ability Options. These stalwarts of 
volunteering, accompanied by their support-workers, 
either Khuram or Jodie, have been appreciated       
members of the Monday team for a year and a half.  
Malcom approaches the chores with a studied attention 
to detail, while Johnno is our work-horse, always willing 
and able to push a loaded barrel or bundle up weeds. 
They also add their senses of humour to our day 
(although Khuram usually bears the brunt of Malcolm’s 
jibes!). 

And, not to forget Hamish McHardie. Hamish is deaf, 
and used to travel from Scone to volunteer here. He now 
lives closer, in Stockton, and rarely misses his days on a 
Friday or Tuesday since joining us last year. Hamish has 

been ably supported by Olivia, and now Vaughan, from 
Gumnut Care. It has been a revelation to witness the 
level of communication through Auslan demonstrated by     
Hamish and his support-workers as they discuss the 
tasks at hand. 

As a team leader, I am grateful for the contribution these 
trusted volunteers make. I can only speak for my team, 
but I know the Hunter Wetlands has benefited for a long 
time from the involvement of such enthusiastic and  
dedicated participants . 

Geoff Nicholls - Volunteer Bush Regen Team 

Wayne holding Madeira Vine roots 
Photo: Geoff Nicholls 

I have been lucky in splitting my Australian native stingless 
bee hives (tetragonula) over the last few years to allow me 

to relocate two hives to the Wetlands. 
Stingless bees are highly social insects with one queen and 
thousands of workers who live together in a protected place 
which, in nature is usually in a hollow tree. Stingless bees      
inhabit the northern parts of Australia. The Australian species 
are much smaller than European honey bees. Although there 
are hundreds of species of Australian native bees, the stingless 
bees are the only ones that make and store quantities of honey.  
One hives is located near the Animal House, and the other in 
the gardenat the western end of the Visitor Centre. 
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The Hunter Estuary is a place of great 
contrasts. For people the Hunter     
Estuary enhances the lives and      

livelihoods of communities across  
five Local Government Areas. 

For the environment it hosts important   
fisheries and the most important estuary 
in NSW for migratory shorebirds.            
Conservation designations include Hunter 
Estuary National Park and the Hunter   
Estuary Ramsar site, which includes 
Hunter Wetland Centre, Australia’s first 
dedicated wetlands centre. On the        
industry side, the Hunter Estuary is also 
home to the largest export facilities for 
both thermal and manufacturing coal in 
the Southern Hemisphere. 

The Hunter Region has a great conservation history over 
many decades, one that the whole of the region should 
be proud of. Since the early 1980’s the Hunter Estuary 
has benefitted from four significant wetland restoration 
projects, beginning with the initiative to restore an area of 
drained and degraded wetlands to create Shortland   
Wetlands Centre. Each of these restoration projects took 
lessons from what had gone before. Most importantly 
strong social partnerships among community               
conservation organisations, governments and industry 
organisations underpinned these significant           
achievements. 

Earlier this year Hunter Wetlands Centre proposed the 
idea for a Hunter Estuary Forum to commemorate the 
20th anniversary Hunter Wetlands Centre being listed as 
a Ramsar site and to open a conversation among estuary 
stakeholders that have a role as managers, knowledge 
holders, service providers and educators for the estuary. 
We hoped such an event would provide the opportunity to 
reconnect with the many people and organisations that 
share our conservation history. 

The forum program was designed in partnership with  
Australian Ramsar Administrative Authority (Federal    
Department of Climate Change, Energy, Environment and 
Water), NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service and 
Hunter Bird Observers Club. 

On 31 August 71 participants joined together at Hunter 
Wetlands Centre to hear from both keynote speakers and 
estuary locals from many sectors on the priorities and the 

challenges for the Hunter Estuary. Participants came as 
individuals or representing local government, state      
government, federal government, Industry groups and              
non-government conservation organisations. 

The response to the event and the engagement on the 
day was beyond our expectations. It was clear from      
discussions from the floor and in break-out groups that 
collaboration across sectors has been a missing           
ingredient in recent years. There was strong consensus 
among participants on the need for a collaboration  
mechanism that could provide a neutral space where 
shared objectives might be developed. 

The Hunter Estuary and surrounding catchment has a 
unique opportunity to showcase a collaborative and     
cooperative approach to conservation and management 
of our coastal environment. Through sharing knowledge 
and experience, we will be better positioned to consider 
innovative management approaches that can deliver  
mutual benefits for our estuary and its stakeholders. We 
have the opportunity to leverage our historical record 
along with newly gained science and knowledge from 
more recent research to guide coastal wetland             
restoration and identify transferrable learnings that can 
be used in other coastal communities. 

There was strong support for continuing the Hunter     
Estuary Forum process where some of these threads can 
be developed and it is hoped that a follow-up event can 
be held by mid 2023. 

Hunter Estuary Forum Group pictured on the refurbished dip net platform 

 

 A big thank you to My Community Pharmacy Shortland for 
their support of the Hunter Wetland Centre volunteers. 

Please support this local business 
My Community Phamacy 

310 Sandgate Road, Shortland 
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Membership is from: 1st April 2022 to 31st March 2023 
Membership includes unlimited entry into the Wetlands for 

members and their school-age children/grandchildren 
accompanying them (except for special events). 

You can pay for Membership at the Visitor Centre 
or online at our website: 

www.wetlands.org.au 
SO COME ALONG AND JOIN NOW!!! 

HELP!! 
We are asking for help to keep our great Wetlands      
functioning. We need some more volunteers in the      

following areas: 
Mechanic, Weekend Reception and 
Grounds Maintenance Supervisors 

If you can give a small amount of time to us we would be 
most grateful. Don’t forget we are run  solely by volunteers 
so we need your support to share the work of maintaining 
this important site. 

Inductions Wednesday at 10.30am ring and book 

THANK YOU 

Over 600, but more like 1000 knitted and crochet pieces      
decorated the Wetlands in September and October. 100       
teddies, koala bears, bees, snakes and flowers were made 
by volunteers at the Wetlands and members of the      
community 
Newcastle High School, Timeless Textiles, Newcastle  Machine 
Knitters and Belmont CWA were featured amongst the trees 
and along the pathways. A magnificent banner called 'Summer' 
was loaned to the Wetlands from Goulburn Knitters Guild for 
the display. 

A team of volunteers from the Wetlands proved to be invaluable 
for the installation and then pack it all away at the end of the 
exhibit. It was all hands, on deck to collect everything between 
the constant showers during the time of the project. It was 
amazing to see how well the pieces faired during the wet and 
dry periods. The teddies in the boat dried out beautifully. 

Many of the exhibitors visited the Wetlands to see their work on 
display. Visitors travelled from the Central Coast and Port      
Stephens to admire our first Wrapping of the Wetlands. There 
were many posts on Facebook and on the Hunter Wetlands 
website, with colourful images, patterns and teasers to          
encourage interest in the community. 

Overall, 'Wrapping the Wetlands' was a successful adventure 
which we plan to do again in the future. Thanks to everyone 
who participated. We hope you enjoyed the experience. 

Teddies in the boat!  Koalas in the tree! 

Owls in the tree!   Teddy Bears picnic! 
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Visitor Centre Observation Deck 
The new deck overlooking BHP Pond looks fantastic! 
Another great job completed by Geoff and his team,  
Steve and Daniel. Thanks also to Kevin, Paul & Pietro 
for repairing and realigning the paving adjacent to the 
deck, to give it all a very professional look. What skilled 
volunteers we have! 

The 30-year-old timber deck was in poor condition and 
on our long list of things to be repaired. After one of our 
volunteers was injured when some boards gave way, it 
moved to the top of the list. But no funds had been   
allocated for the work. Fortunately, Orica agreed to us 
transferring some funds they had provided for another 
job, to this top priority one. 
Further funds for the project came following a visit from 
Steve Markey. He noticed the work being done and     
offered $10,000 raised at one of his Markey Insurance 
Charity Golf Days. We must also thank members and a 
number of community groups for supporting this project. 

When the work began the sub-structure timbers were 
found to be in a poor state and also needed replacing. 
The new deck is Modwood, an Australian Made recycled 
timber/plastic composite decking board. This material 

is Green Tag Certified and slip resistant. It looks great 
and is low maintenance. 

Bird Hide on Water Ribbon Pond 
Our most popular bird hide for bird watchers and        
photographers has just had a make-over.  Side screening 
has been replaced; the pine decking replaced with new 
recycled RFC decking which is low maintenance and   
non-slip; the substructure strengthened, and galvanised 
handrails installed for safety over water. These 
measures have improved safety, reduced future mainte-
nance and ensure the bird hide is accessible at all times  

Another great job completed by the maintenance team 
of Geoff, Steve and Daniel. 

This project was funded by Orica. 

Bush Tucker Garden Signage 
Take a walk to the Bush Tucker Garden and learn how 
our first nations peoples used the plants on display 
there. New signage shows the plant and gives its     
common and botanical name as well as how it was 
used. There is also a QR code for further information. 

Thanks to Port of Newcastle for supporting this project. 

Visitor Centre Observation Deck          
finished thanks to our Sponsors 

The old Deck in 2021 before 
work commenced 

Geoff, Steve and Daniel working on the 
replacement  framing for the deck 

One of the many 
new informative 

signs. 
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Sharon Claydon MP, Federal Member for Newcastle and Deputy 
Speaker of the House of Representatives, tree planting 
(Eucalyptus Robusta) 

Tuesday 15 November was a great day for the 
Hunter Wetlands as we celebrated the completion 

of two major projects, the Queen’s Platinum       
Jubilee Tree Planting Project and the official    
opening of our new Maintenance Complex! 

The joint ceremony and morning tea was hosted by our 
Chairman Peter Nelson and attended by Sharon Claydon 
- Member for Newcastle and Deputy Speaker of the 
House of Representatives, Councillors Dr Elizabeth 
Adamczyk and Deahnna Richardson, as well as about 40 
volunteers involved in these projects. The ABC and NBN 
News also attended and provided good media    cover-
age of the event. 
Our Queen’s Platinum Jubilee Project was part of a     
national tree planting initiative to acknowledge and    
celebrate the late Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. The site 
chosen for this project was an area adjacent to the 
maintenance complex covered by weeds and an         
assortment of waste material and debris. It was the last 
remaining large area in our 45 hectare site in need of 
complete rehabilitation. 
After the site was cleared by a contractor, the Wetlands 
Bush Regeneration Team treated the remaining weeds 
and covered the site with over 50 cubic metres of     
cardboard and mulch to a minimum depth of about 
100mm. The Team then closely planted about 450 trees 
and 400 Lomandra (mat-rush) to provide habitat for 

small birds and suppress weeds. All of the plants were 
propagated on site at either the Hunter Wetlands   
Nursery or the adjacent Australian Plant Society Nursery. 
In total approximately 220 hours of volunteer labour 
were devoted to the project. 
 

The project was funded by the 
Commonwealth Government 
through it’s Queen’s Platinum  
Jubilee Planting  Project. 
 

In addition to planting a tree to complete the Project, 
Sharon Claydon cut a ribbon to officially open the 
Maintenance Complex with representatives from      
Glencore, Orica and Port Waratah Coal Services (PWCS). 
This project was initiated when, after an arson attack on 
a smaller maintenance shed on the site in May 2020, 
Glencore generously offered to provide the funds for the 
construction of a 300sq metre complex to consolidate 
our maintenance activities, provide much better facilities 
for our volunteers and more secure storage for our 
equipment. Orica and PWCS later came on board with 
significant grants to assist with the completion of the 
project. The final product is a wonderful new asset for 
the Wetlands and a credit to the donors as well as the 
Board Members and members of the Maintenance 
teams who worked so hard to develop and manage the 
project as well as complete the fit out. 

Peter Franklin, 

Director, HWCA Board of Directors 

Thanks to the generous support from the following sponsors 
who made this  project possible. 

The Maintenance Complex ribbon cutting ceremony  
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HWCA receives International Award 
During the recently held Ramsar Conference of Parties, 
COP14, held in Geneva Switzerland, recipients of the 
first Star Wetlands Centre Awards were announced. At a   
special event held on 9 November, Chris Rostron, Head 
of Wetland Link International named twenty-three Star 
Wetland Centres selected for their work in wetland    
communication, education participation and awareness. 

Hunter Wetlands Centre is honoured to announce that 
our centre is one of the twenty-three Star Wetland    
Centres named at this event, representing wetland   
centres from every region around the world. Across the 
Oceania Region the award winners include Hunter   
Wetlands Centre, Sydney Wetlands Institute at Sydney 
Olympic Park and the NZ National Trust Wetland Centre. 

This Star Wetland Award is an award for every member 
of the HWCA family. Everyone who contributes in any 
way to our work in managing our wetlands and           
welcoming our visitors can feel proud of this        
achievement. 

The Star Wetland Centre awards are a new initiative for 
2022 managed by Wetland Link International, UK,    
better known as WLI, a global wetland centre network 
run by Wildfowl and Wetland Trust in the UK. 

Our organisation has been a member of the wonderful 
WLI family since its earliest days. In 1991, just 5 years 
after opening as Shortland Wetlands Centre, Hunter 
Wetlands Trust President Pam Dean-Jones represented 
SWC at a “WELLY” workshop at Slimbridge attended by 
a handful of wetland centres from UK, USA, Hong Kong, 
Thailand and NZ.  In February of 1992, Brian Gilligan 
represented us at the first WLI meetings in Maryland 
USA in October, attended by 100 participants. To      
receive this major award after some 30 years is a great 

tribute to the time and dedication that has been given 
by so many people since we opened our doors in 1986 
and began the ambitious project that was Shortland 
Wetlands Centre. 

HWCA was made aware of the Star Awards scheme   
early this year and we submitted our application at end 
of April 2022 with significant help from Val Noake and 
her team. Our Chair Peter Nelson was notified at the 
end of October and invited to send some words and  
images. Kathryn Eyles from the Australian Ramsar    
Authority was on hand to accept the award on our     
behalf. 

Wetlands centres with their focus on a particular       
ecosystem type have been around for some time now 
with Slimbridge in the UK opening in 1946. However 
their ecosystem-focus sets them apart from many other 
nature-focused destinations. WLI shines a spotlight on 
wetland centres as a unique type of nature experience, 
places that showcase wetlands as they are doing what 
wetlands do. 

By participating in this pilot phase of the Star Awards, 
HWCA is acting as an ambassador for both wetland  
centres and the WLI Network. We look forward to     
staying in touch with our co-winners. 

Christine Prietto 

HWCA Ramsar Officer 

Christine Prietto holding the award at the Wetlands Centre 

The award winners at the Ramsar Conference in Geneva 

WLI Star Award logo 
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Support the Hunter Wetlands Centre by doing your Christmas Shopping here! 

Membership – 15 months for $20 
Free entry into the Hunter Wetlands Centre for 1 adult and any school aged children or grandchildren  
accompanying them. Valid from 1 December 2022 to 31 March 2024 

A Day out at the Wetlands – entry and canoe hire for a family - $50 
Experience the magic of wetlands from the water as you explore picturesque Ironbark Creek in your own 
two or three-person canoe. Paddle your way along the meandering 2km trail through the tranquil coastal 
rainforest. 

Includes: canoe hire for two adults and two children over 4 years for 2 hours. 

Conditions apply 

Entry and canoe hire for two adults - $35 

Explore the Wetlands on a Guided Buggy Tour – entry and 30 minute buggy                              
tour for a family - $40 

Our friendly, experienced buggy driver will take you to all the best bits of the Wetlands. 

Includes: buggy tour for two adults and two children. 

Entry and buggy tour for two adults - $25 

Gift Vouchers can be ordered and paid for in person or by phone. 
Your voucher can be emailed to you, or you can collect it from reception. 

Vouchers require 5 working days. 

OR 

Drop in and select a gift from the range of products in our Gift Shop 

World Environment Day was celebrated at the 
Hunter Wetlands Visitor Centre on Sunday 5th June. 
A hardy group of visitors braved the cold and windy,  
albeit sunny, conditions to take part in the various    
activities which were on offer. 
For the true early birds, the Hunter Bird Observers Club 
hosted Breakfast with the Birds and were joined by a 
small but very enthusiastic group of visitors. 
A guided canoe tour of the Wetlands, conducted by 
Geoff Nicholls, gave those who took it, the opportunity 
to experience the site from a very different perspective 
whilst learning more about the history of the Wetlands. 
The RAMSAR talk and the Bush Tucker Garden talk, 
both of which were hosted by Carolyn Gilliard, proved 
very informative and popular with attendees. 
Many visitors took advantage of the Buggy Tour to the 
Rainforest for a talk hosted by Steve Wisniewski. Many 
visitors commented on how enjoyable the talk was and 

how knowledgeable our buggy drivers are. 
The visiting children where well catered for with the  
Animal Team giving them the opportunity to get up 
close to some of Wetlands resident animals. There were 
also various crafts and games as well as dip netting on 
offer throughout the day. 
Without the many volunteers who gave up their time to 
help run the event and entertain visitors celebrations 
would not have been possible. 
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1 Wetland Place, Shortland NSW 2307 
PO Box 66, Shortland NSW 2287 

Open 9am to 4pm - 7 Days 
Phone: 4951 6466     Email: hwca@wetlands.org.au      Website: www.wetlands.org.au 

Café at the Wetlands - Open 9.30am to 2.30pm - 7 Days     Phone: 040 353 7211 

Daily activities: 
 Dip-netting  Pond bird feeding  Self guided tours 
 Canoe hire,  Animal House  Children's playground 
Guided walks for groups and buggy tours can be booked in 
advance. Free guided walks Tues. 10am & Sat. 10.30am 

School Holidays 
 Special activities are organised for children during school 
holidays. Check our website for details. 

If you need further information please contact the Hunter 
Wetlands Centre by phone, email or check our website 

Our Supporters, Partners and Sponsors 

 

Lions Club 
of Jesmond 

 

HWC Staff Directory: 

 CEO:  ........................................... Kenneth Bayliss 

 Chairman:  .................................. Dr. Peter Nelson 

 Officer Manager: ......................... Val Noake 

 Accounts Payable/Receivable: .. Christine Pozywio 

 Functions Coordinator:  .............. Frances Grandidge

 Landcare Coordinator:  .............. Paddy Lightfoot 

 Wedding Bookings: ..................... Catherine Taylor 

 Wetlander Editors:  ..................... Denis Hilder 

  .................................................... Lenore Horvath 

DONATIONS 
June 2022 to November 2022 

 

Our thanks go to all these people and groups. 
The HWC is always grateful for donations, big or small: 

Join our wonderful wetlands! 

New Membership cost is only $20 per adult 

per year with unlimited entry (See page 11) 

1985 - 2022 
Celebrating 37 years 

Ian McKenzie 

Greg Sinclair 

Belmont CWA 

Barry Horvath 

Peter Franklin 

Lambton Public School 

Newcastle Rotary 

Splintas P/L 

Slojkov Scrapmetals 

Coral Young 

Robyn Fried 

New Lambton Gardening 

Club 

Dr Andrew Keyworth 

 

Also thanks to the many anonymous small donations 
that come from the Donation Box and Freckled Duck. 

It all helps! 


